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Abstract

Circulating T cells that specifically target normal self-proteins expressed by regulatory immune cells were first described in patients with cancer, but can also be detected in healthy individuals. The adaptive immune system is distinguished for its ability to differentiate between self-antigens and foreign antigens. Thus, it was remarkable to discover T cells that apparently lacked tolerance to important self-proteins, eg, IDO, PD-L1, and FoxP3, expressed in regulatory immune cells. The ability of self-reactive T cells to react to and eliminate regulatory immune cells can influence general immune reactions. This suggests that they may be involved in immune homeostasis. It is here proposed that these T cells should be termed antiregulatory T cells (anti-Tregs). The role of anti-Tregs in immune-regulatory networks may be diverse. For example, pro-inflammatory self-reactive T cells that react to regulatory immune cells may enhance local inflammation and inhibit local immune suppression. Further exploration is warranted to investigate their potential role under different malignant conditions and the therapeutic possibilities they possess. Utilizing anti-Tregs for anticancer immunotherapy implies the direct targeting of cancer cells in addition to regulatory immune cells. Anti-Tregs provide the immune system with yet another level of immune regulation and contradict the notion that immune cells involved in the adjustment of immune responses only act as suppressor cells.

The immune system is a complex network of cells and molecules that protect the organism by eliminating elements judged to be harmful, without reacting to normal cells. Many regulatory mechanisms control the termination of immune responses to ensure unresponsiveness or tolerance to self-antigens. However, the very immune regulation mechanisms that prevent autoimmunity may be harnessed by cancer cells to accomplish immune escape. This phenomenon was highlighted in the recently updated version of The Hallmarks of Cancer by Hanahan and Weinberg; now, “evasion of immune destruction” is listed as an emerging hallmark of cancer (1).

Cancer cells can directly suppress anticancer immune mechanisms. In addition, cancer cells attract and/or convert immune-competent cells to generate and uphold an immune-permissive microenvironment. For example, tumor cells can escape from immune surveillance by usurping local regulatory T cells (Tregs), dendritic cell subtypes, myeloid-derived suppressor cells, and M2 or tumor-associated macrophages. Under normal physiological conditions, these immune cells are involved in maintaining immune homeostasis (2), but in cancerous conditions, they become involved in the creation of an immunosuppressive microenvironment around tumors. Detailed knowledge of the factors responsible for protecting cancer cells from immune destruction is crucial for the development of novel, immune-based anticancer treatment modalities (3). Indeed, impressive clinical responses have been achieved by characterizing inhibitory T cell pathways and targeting them with monoclonal antibodies against specific membrane proteins (eg, CTLA-4, PD-1, or PD-L1) (4–6).

It has been described that TCRβ-specific T cells may be involved in recovery from antigen-induced autoimmune disease (7,8). Thus, recognition of disease-causing T cells by TCR-specific T cells may be a mechanism of controlling or limiting autoimmune reactions. We recently reported that the immune system apparently has established a mechanism to counteract the many different immune-suppressive feedback signals by creating
Auto-reactive, antigen-specific, pro-inflammatory T cells that target immune-suppressive cells: We characterized self-reactive T cells that specifically recognized human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-restricted epitopes derived from proteins expressed in regulatory immune cells, e.g., indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO), IDO2, tryptophan 2,3-dioxygenase (TDO), programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1), heme-oxygenase-1 (HO-1), forkhead box P3 (Foxp3), and FoxO3 (9–25). Because of the ability of these T cells to react against regulatory immune cells, it is here proposed that these cells should be termed antiregulatory T cells (anti-Tregs). The preservation of self-tolerance is secured in the thymus (26).

Circulating CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells exist in the bone marrow and develop into T cell precursors, which seed the thymus. These progenitors express clonally well-defined αβ T cell receptors (TCRs), and their fates depend on whether their TCRs react against self-peptides presented by HLA molecules. Cells that do not express TCRs and cells that express TCRs that do not react with target complexes are neglected, and they die. Cells that express TCRs with low affinity towards the target peptide/HLA complex undergo positive selection and develop into “normal” CD4+ or CD8+ T cells. In contrast, cells that harbor TCRs with high affinity to a target/HLA complex undergo clonal deletion to maintain self-tolerance. However, recent studies have described several distinct subpopulations of self-reactive lymphocytes, which are not removed in the thymus (27). These cells have been assigned to immune regulation and immune homeostasis. These regulatory self-reactive lymphocytes include natural Tregs (nTregs) and natural T helper 17 (nTh17) cells. The close association between immune regulation and anti-Tregs could indicate that anti-Tregs likewise may avoid deletion in the thymus. In addition, a few other self-reactive, regular, gamma-delta CD8+ or CD4+ T cells have been detected in healthy individuals. A recent study showed that most (>80%) healthy individuals harbored T cells specific to the transcription factor OCT4, which is critical for pluripotency in different human stem cells. Hence, there seems to be a lack of tolerance to this normal self-protein. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that healthy individuals harbored immune responses against other self-proteins, including p53, cyclin B1, and carcinoembryonic antigen (28–30).

Self-Reactive Anti-Tregs

In recent years, we have identified spontaneous T-lymphocyte responses against regulatory immune cells and characterized their role in patients with malignant diseases. First, we examined the natural recognition of different metabolic enzymes. L-tryptophan is an essential amino acid required for the synthesis of proteins. The degradation of L- (and D-) tryptophan to N-formylkynurenine is catalyzed by the heme dioxygenases IDO, IDO2, and TDO. IDO expression is upregulated by inflammatory cytokines, like type I and II interferons (IFNs); therefore, IDO is thought to be an important counter-regulatory enzyme, which controls disproportionate immune responses (31). Although they act with distinct mechanisms, both TDO and IDO catalyze the first, rate-limiting step of tryptophan oxidation, which yields kynurenine (32). The impact of tryptophan metabolism on immune responses is well established. When T cells sense low levels of tryptophan via the serine/threonine-protein kinase GCN2, they undergo proliferative arrest (33).

IDO expression has been repeatedly described in cancer (31,34). Tumor cells transfected with IDO become resistant to immune eradication (35). Thus, IDO has been the focus of much attention. We recently described spontaneous T cell–mediated immune reactivity against IDO, IDO2, and TDO in patients with cancer (9–14). First, we identified HLA-restricted peptides within the IDO protein that stimulated spontaneous T cell reactivity in direct, ex vivo assays performed on samples from patients with unrelated tumor types, i.e., renal cell carcinoma, melanoma, and breast cancer. These IDO-reactive CD8+ T cells were peptide-specific, cytotoxic effector cells. Thus, IDO-specific anti-Tregs effectively lysed IDO+ cancer cell lines of different origins, including ex vivo enriched leukemia cells. Likewise, IDO2- and TDO-specific anti-Tregs could recognize malignant cells of different origins. IDO-driven immune suppression is a common mechanism that has been described in diverse human cancers. However, even more distinctive was our finding that IDO-specific anti-Tregs recognized and killed IDO+ dendritic cells. This finding demonstrated that IDO-specific anti-Tregs could also react against nonmalignant immune cells.

The immune system also controls T cell overactivity by stimulating the programmed death 1 (PD-1) protein, which inhibits T cells by making them functionally silent against antigens. In particular, chronic antigen exposure that takes place in chronic infections and cancer can lead to high levels of persistent PD1 expression, which induces a state of exhaustion or anergy in cognate antigen-specific T cells. This state seems to be partially reversible by PD1-pathway blockade (36). The ligand for PD-1, PD-L1 (B7-H1), is expressed on antigen-presenting cells (APCs), plasmacellular, and nonhematoepoietic cells. PD-L1 expression can be induced by IFNs, which are found in inflammatory microenvironments. Hence, PD-1 and its ligands play a central role in maintaining peripheral tolerance and preventing autoimmunity. In multiple cancers high PD-L1 expression has been described both on malignant cells as well as other cells in the tumor microenvironment (37,38). Thus, cancer cells exploit this system to create an immune suppressive microenvironment, which is protecting them from immune surveillance. PD-L1 expression was first described as an indicator of tumor aggressiveness in renal cell carcinoma (39). In addition, PD-L1 expression on tumor cells has been suggested as a prognostic factor in a number of solid cancers including ovarian cancer and pancreatic cancer (40,41). Additionally, surface expression of PD-L1 on cancer cells has been described in several hematological cancers (42–47).

Natural PD-L1–reactive anti-Tregs were readily isolated from the peripheral blood of patients with cancer (17,19). PD-L1-specific anti-Tregs could recognize both nonmalignant and malignant cells that expressed PD-L1, and they reacted in a PD-L1 concentration–dependent manner. Thus, PD-L1–specific anti-Tregs are another example of the ability of the immune system to react directly against immune-suppressive mechanisms that have been adopted by cancerous cells. Of note, humoral recognition of PD-L1 has also been described in rheumatoid arthritis (48).

Foxp3 expression has been strongly associated with Tregs (49). We recently reported measurements of natural CD8+ T cell reactivity to Foxp3 in humans (23). Those Foxp3-specific anti-Tregs could recognize both Tregs and malignant T cells that expressed high levels of Foxp3. That finding suggested that a vaccination against Foxp3 could be a valuable treatment for patients with Foxp3+ malignant T cell lymphoma. Recently, it was shown by Nair et al. that Foxp3-specific anti-Tregs in addition are able to lyse FoxP3-expressing breast cancer cells (50). In a previous study conducted in a mouse model, a vaccination that stimulated a Foxp3-specific, cytotoxic T cell response led to the elimination of Foxp3+ Tregs and improved anticancer immunity (51). Of note, because activated T cells express Foxp3, this may result in presentation of Foxp3-specific peptide/HLA ligands on the surface with simultaneous self-recognition and...
fratricide as a result. This may indeed be the situation under certain conditions. However, the detectable numbers of FoxP3-specific anti-Tregs in the periphery of cancer patients suggest that FoxP3-specific anti-Tregs can expand in vivo. This was confirmed by the data from Gilboa and colleagues (51). This may simply be because of a lower expression of FoxP3 in activated effector cells compared with Tregs or it may be because of a different antigen processing and presentation of FoxP3 epitopes.

Another study showed that tumor-associated dendritic cells (TADCs) played an essential role in suppressing tumor-specific immunity (52,53). This TADC-induced T cell tolerance was recently shown to be mediated by FoxO3 (54,55). Like FoxP3, FoxO3 was also shown to be a natural target for anti-Tregs isolated from patients with cancer (25).

**Presence of Specific Immunity in the Periphery of Healthy Individuals**

It is quite surprising that immune responses to proteins like IDO, PD-L1, and FoxP3 are frequently detected in patients with cancer, in view of the fact that these antigens are abundantly expressed in normal immune cells. Under healthy conditions, we expect the T cell arm of the immune system to be effectively tolerized in normal immune cells. For example, Foxp3 should be the T cell arm of the immune system to be effectively tolerized in normal immune cells. Under healthy conditions, we expect in view of the fact that these antigens are abundantly expressed in healthy individuals (12, 14). Furthermore, we detected specific reactivity to other enzymes involved in tryptophan catabolism in healthy individuals, ie, IDO2 and TDO. An important difference between the IDO- and TDO/IDO2-specific immunities was that the latter were detected as frequently in healthy donors, although detection was not as frequent as detection in patients with cancer (10). We likewise observed small numbers of IDO-specific CD4+ anti-Tregs in healthy individuals (12,14). Furthermore, we detected specific reactivity to other enzymes involved in tryptophan catabolism in healthy individuals, ie, IDO2 and TDO. An important difference between the IDO- and TDO/IDO2-specific immunities was that the latter were detected as frequently in healthy donors as in patients with malignant disease (10,12).

The TDO-specific T cell responses appeared to have different functional phenotypes in health and disease. In healthy subjects, TDO-reactive CD4+ anti-Tregs predominantly comprised Th1 cells that produced IFN-γ and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α. In contrast, in patients with cancer, the TDO-reactive CD4+ anti-Tregs were more differentiated; in addition to IFN-γ and TNF-α, they also released interleukin (IL)-17 and IL-10 in response to TDO-derived class II HLA-restricted peptides. Hence, in healthy donors, a Th1 helper response was predominant, but in patients with cancer, the CD4+ T cell responses were skewed towards a regulatory T cell (Treg) response. Hence, the functional phenotype of TDO-specific T cell responses differed, depending on conditions in the host.

Next, we identified the frequent, natural occurrence of PD-L1-specific CD8+ and CD4+ anti-Tregs among peripheral blood lymphocytes in healthy donors. PD-L1-specific T cell responses were readily detectable ex vivo in blood samples (17,18). In contrast, immune responses to the FoxO3 transcription factor seemed to be detected only in patients with a malignant disease, not in healthy individuals (25). Thus, the frequency of specific T cells in healthy conditions appeared to be—perhaps not surprisingly—target dependent.

**Anti-Tregs Impact Immunity**

To characterize the significance of anti-Tregs in immune reactions, we examined their effects on other adaptive immune cells. We found that, by reacting to IDO+ cells, IDO-specific anti-Tregs enhanced other T cell responses (10). For example, co-activation of IDO-specific, cytotoxic anti-Tregs boosted T cell immunity towards viral and tumor-associated antigens (Figure 2). This “supportive” effect on T cell immunity by IDO-specific anti-Tregs was mediated in several direct and indirect manners. First of all, IDO-specific anti-Tregs were capable of killing IDO-expressing regulatory cells, thereby directly targeting the IDO-dependent counter-regulatory pathway. Thus, when IDO-specific anti-Tregs were activated, the IDO activity decreased, the level of tryptophan was elevated, and T cell activities were enhanced. Furthermore, IDO-specific anti-Tregs caused increases in the overall production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, like TNF-α and IL-6, but a decrease in IL-10. The metabolites of tryptophan are known to be toxic to CD8+ T cells and CD4+ Th1 cells (58), but not to Th2 cells. Hence, increased IDO activity appears to favor the polarization of helper T cells toward a Th2 phenotype (59). Conversely, activation of IDO-specific cytotoxic anti-Tregs may drive T-helper polarization in the Th1-direction. Moreover, IDO produces kynurenine, which may effectively hamper the immune response by binding the aryl hydrocarbon receptor, which favors the local formation of Tregs. Hence, targeting IDO-positive cells should decrease the number of Tregs. Indeed, the frequency of Tregs decreased when IDO-specific anti-Tregs were activated (Figure 2).

To evaluate the efficiency and safety of IDO-based vaccinations, we conducted a phase I first-in-human clinical phase I vaccination trial. The study comprised 15 patients with advanced non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) that were vaccinated with an IDO-derived peptide in Montanide adjuvant (www.clinicaltrials.gov, NCT01219348) (60). In the study the median overall survival (OS) was longer than two years, which was higher than expected for this patient group and is underlined by the fact that six of the seven of the stable disease (SD) patients are still alive (60). In one patient with liver metastasis an objective response (PR) was observed. The patient had continuous tumor regression on vaccine treatment for one year before qualifying as a partial response. He is still enrolled in the trial along with one additional patient. The vaccine comprised an HLA-A2–restricted epitope from IDO. Hence, prior to inclusion in the study, HLA tissue typing was performed. Therefore, it was possible to compare the OS of the HLA-A2+ patients who were vaccinated with the patients who were otherwise eligible for the study but were excluded because they did not express HLA-A2. The HLA-A2+ patients who were vaccinated had a median survival of 25.9 months (778 days), demonstrating statistically significantly longer OS (P = .03) when compared with the HLA-A2–, vaccine-ununtreated group of patients who had a median OS of 7.7 months (237 days). Of note, the clinical significance of HLA phenotype in cancer patients has been widely investigated. Importantly, it was recently described in a large study that expression of HLA-A2 was an unfavorable prognostic factor in stage I NSCLC patients (61). This study underlines the potential importance of the substantially longer OS observed in vaccinated HLA-A2 patients compared with unvaccinated HLA-A2-negative NSCLC patients, although these data need confirmation in large clinical trials.

Immune monitoring revealed that IDO-specific anti-Tregs were indeed detectable in all patients, thus not only in patients who seem to benefit clinically. In two SD patients an
Figure 1. Proposed model for the involvement of anti-Tregs in immune homeostasis. A) The immune system consists of both immune effector cells (green), e.g., T cells, B cells, and natural killer (NK) cells, which are responsible for eliminating elements injurious to the organism, and regulatory immune cells (red), e.g., regulatory T cells, different dendritic cell subtypes, myeloid derived suppressor cells, and M2 macrophages, which control or terminate the immune response. The regulatory arm secures the unresponsiveness or tolerance to self-antigens. Regulatory immune cells suppress immunity through a number of different cellular and extracellular factors (red arrow), including the stimulation of inhibitory T cell pathways (e.g., PD-1 and CTLA-4); the release of immune suppressive cytokines, like TGF-β and IL-10; and the expression of metabolic enzymes, like IDO and Arginase. These immune-tolerance mechanisms may also be exploited by cancer cells to achieve immune escape, which becomes more pronounced with disease progression. Hence, many of the mechanisms considered helpful in autoimmune settings are used by tumors to suppress immune responses towards malignant cells in cancerous settings. A detailed understanding of the factors involved in immune evasion in malignant conditions is essential for the development of novel, immune-therapeutic treatment modalities in cancer. B) Regulatory immune cells (red) express normal self-proteins (large yellow), which are subsequently processed into peptides (small yellow) and presented on the cell surface by HLA molecules, where they are recognized by anti-Tregs (blue-gray). Hence, anti-Tregs can promote local immune suppression by the secretion of effector cytokines or by directly eliminating regulatory immune cells (red arrow). Similarly, they can eliminate malignant cells that express their cognate targets. Open questions remain of how and when these anti-Tregs are induced or become activated and whether they play a role in the pathogenesis and development of autoimmune diseases. C) Self-reactive anti-Tregs (blue-gray) may avoid thymic selection and peripheral tolerance and are able to react to and even eliminate regulatory immune cells (red), thereby influencing general immune reactions. It must be assumed that anti-Tregs themselves are hampered by the suppressive effects of their targets. Hence, under normal physiological conditions equilibrium between immune activation and suppression may indeed be necessary to maintain immune homeostasis. The role of self-reactive effector and suppressor cells in immune-regulatory networks may thus be miscellaneous. GrB = granzyme B; HLA = human leucocyte antigen; IDO = indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase; IFN-γ = interferon gamma; PD-L1 = programmed death-ligand 1; TCR = αβ T cell receptor; TNF-α = tumor necrosis factor alpha.
IDO-specific anti-Treg response was detected during one year of treatment, suggesting sustained long-term IDO reactivity. Interestingly, we observed a marked reduction in the Treg population after the sixth vaccine in all treated patients (60). Taken together, both the preclinical and clinical results indicate that the activation of IDO-specific anti-Tregs influences adaptive immune responses by suppressing the effects of IDO activity (10).

Immune responses to several widespread viruses are frequently detectable in healthy individuals. The most common response is the CD8+ T cell response to cytomegalovirus, which typically engages a considerable fraction of the CD8+ T cell repertoire (62). We further characterized the effects of anti-Tregs on the adaptive immune response by examining their effects under conditions of a viral infection. We added PD-L1-specific anti-Tregs to cultured peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) one week after stimulating with viral epitopes. The result was an immense increase in the number of virus-specific CD8+ T cells in vitro (20). This effect was confirmed in other costimulation assays. For example, we observed a substantial increase in the numbers of virus-specific T cells in cultures that had been costimulated with a known HLA-restricted PD-L1 peptide epitope, compared with cultures costimulated with an irrelevant HIV epitope (21).

These results suggested that PD-L1-specific anti-Tregs may support the effector phase of an immune response by removing PD-L1-expressing regulatory immune cells that inhibit PD-1+ effector T cells. The major role of the PD1 pathway is believed to be the regulation of effector T cell responses to control tissue damage. Thus, this protective pathway is more important after activation, rather than at the initial T cell activation stage (36). Accordingly, the presence of PD-L1-specific anti-Tregs during the activation phase of an immune response may not increase or support the antiviral response. Thus, the effect of the addition of PD-L1-specific anti-Tregs may depend on the timing. Indeed, virus stimulation in the presence of PD-L1-specific anti-Tregs resulted in decreased numbers of viral-specific T cells after two weeks of culture (20); this decrease may have been because of the expression of PD-L1 on APCs or resting T cells. Thus, the effects of PD-L1-specific anti-Tregs might depend on the expression of both PD-1 and PD-L1, ie, because of the microenvironment and the state of the immune response.

Finally, it should be considered that anti-Tregs may influence immune regulatory pathways other than those directly mediated by their targets. Thus, immune-suppressive cells can inhibit immune responses by utilizing a number of different immune-suppressive mechanisms at the same time, including arginase, IDO, PD-L1, and the secretion of immune-regulatory cytokines, like IL-10 and transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β). Noticeably, in addition to restraining the immune-regulatory effects of PD-L1, PD-L1-specific anti-Tregs also inhibit other routes of immune suppression mediated by PD-L1+ target cells.
Involvement in Immune Surveillance

The sizable reactivity to self-antigens observed in normal individuals may contribute to immune surveillance against cancer. It was recently suggested that T cells specific to the self-protein OCT4 may be involved in immune surveillance, because these T cells were reduced in patients with germ-cell cancers compared with healthy individuals. Interestingly, the risk of developing those cancers is increased in patients with immunodeficiencies (63). Furthermore, it was reported that chemotherapy led to the induction of anti-OCT4 immunity in patients with cancer. Again, that finding underlined the apparent lack of tolerance to this antigen.

We showed that the cytotoxicity of circulating IDO-specific anti-Tregs towards IDO-expressing malignant cells was similar for IDO-specific anti-Tregs isolated from healthy individuals and those isolated from patients with cancer (10). Furthermore, a direct link between IDO expression in PBMCs and the presence of IDO-specific anti-Tregs has been demonstrated, because the addition of known IDO-inducers like IFN-γ and CpG oligodeoxynucleotides caused the expansion of IDO-specific anti-Tregs among PBMCs without any other stimulation (10). Finally, in the phase I IDO-vaccination trial described above patients with SD showed statistically significantly higher levels of IDO-specific anti-Tregs in the blood at pretreatment compared with patients who progressed at the time of the first evaluation (60). However, in contrast to finding a decrease in OCT4-specific T cells in patients compared with healthy individuals, we found that patients with cancer had increased levels of anti-Tregs that specifically recognized self-antigens expressed in immune cells, compared with healthy individuals. Thus, IDO-, PD-L1-, and Foxp3-specific anti-Tregs were more frequently detected in patients with cancer than in healthy individuals. Apparently, the frequency of TDO-specific T cell reactivity was similar between healthy donors and patients with cancer. However, we have observed that, when patients with cancer hosted a TDO-specific IL-17 response, they showed a trend towards improved overall survival, and survival was impaired in patients with IL-10 producing, TDO-reactive CD4+ T cells (16). Nevertheless, the role of anti-Tregs in immune surveillance for cancer is currently only speculative.

Conclusions and Perspectives

In recent years, T cells that specifically recognized self-proteins involved in immune regulation—herein defined as anti-Tregs—have been described in patients with cancer. In addition, anti-Tregs were shown to be present in the natural T cell repertoire of healthy individuals. Anti-Tregs can recognize and react to both malignant cells and normal immune cells. Naturally, the existence of anti-Tregs does not in itself prove their clinical significance. However, as described, the activation of anti-Tregs can strongly influence immunity, by both direct and indirect mechanisms. The expression of proteins like IDO, PD-L1, and Foxp3 can be induced in normal immune cells under different physiological conditions, eg, inflammation and/or stress (50). Therefore, it can be expected that the immune-modulation exerted by
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Figure 3. Exploiting anti-Tregs for anticancer immunotherapy. Cells in the tumor microenvironment (light gray) express multiple proteins, eg, inhibitory cytokines, ligands, and cognate receptors that downmodulate the antitumor activity of immune effector cells including cytotoxic T lymphocytes. Some of these inhibitory proteins are expressed by tumor cells (purple) themselves, whereas others are expressed by tumor-infiltrating suppressive cells including Tregs (red), dendritic cells (DC) (dark red), myeloid cell types (Mφ) like MDSC, and M2 or tumor-associated macrophages (light red). Multiple immune inhibitory and costimulatory pathways in the tumor microenvironment may thus be targeted by therapeutic manipulation of anti-Tregs (green-blue), eg, by therapeutic vaccination. Anti-Tregs recognizing HLA-restricted epitopes (yellow) from antigens like PD-L1, IDO, and Foxp3 are able to eliminate (red arrows) regulatory immune cells as well as cancer cells. Hence, the activation of anti-Tregs by vaccination may directly target immune inhibitory pathways in the tumor microenvironment, modulate immune regulation, and potentially alter tolerance to tumor antigens. Because immune-suppressive cells might antagonize the desired effects of therapeutic cancer vaccines, the addition of anti-Treg antigens would consequently be easily implementable and highly synergistic. Foxp3 = forkhead box P3; HLA = human leucocyte antigen; IDO = indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase; PD-L1 = programmed death-ligand 1; TCR = αβ T cell receptor.
anti-Tregs will most likely apply to several other self-proteins expressed in regulatory immune cells.

It remains unknown how anti-Treg responses are elicited in healthy individuals. It may be because of abnormal expression during non-neoplastic events (infections and inflammation), or it may even result from anti-Tregs avoiding deletion in the thymus through a mechanism that allows them to take part in the fine tuning of the immune system. Finn and colleagues have suggested the former explanation. They reported surprising findings: that T cells exhibited self-reactivity towards MUC1 and cyclin B1 in healthy individuals (29). They proposed that the immune system must maintain self-tolerance to the normal expression of these molecules, but that it could respond to abnormal expression brought about by infections or malignant transformation. However, proteins like Foxp3, PD-1, and IDO are commonly expressed and play vital roles in normal immune cells; thus, this explanation appears to be unlikely for specific T cell reactivity towards these antigens. In this review, we proposed that the role of anti-Tregs in immune regulatory networks might be to suppress the function of regulatory immune cells. Hence, anti-T cells may “support” effector T cells by directly eliminating regulatory cells or by secreting pro-inflammatory cytokines. Presumably, they may even contribute to immune homeostasis.

Research into the different protagonists of the regulatory network and the maintenance of homeostasis in the immune system is moving forward at a rapid pace. Open questions remain of how and when anti-Tregs are induced or become activated during immune responses, the naive vs memory phenotype of anti-Tregs, the "exhaustion" or activation status, and to what extent they control immune regulation. These matters still await in vivo studies. Amidst these uncertainties, some features of anti-Tregs have become elucidated. Importantly, the finding that anti-Tregs are able to suppress the function of regulatory immune cells makes them interesting targets for future studies that aim to utilize them for clinical applications, especially anticancer immune therapy (Figure 3). Thus, the activation or expansion of anti-Tregs may, in addition to the direct targeting of cancer cells, modulate immune regulation and alter tolerance to tumor antigens. Because regulatory immune cells oppose the aim of therapeutic cancer vaccines, that is, to induce effector anticancer immune response, the addition of anti-Treg-specific antigens should thus be a simple and synergistic approach to improve the effect of such measures. Notably, the first clinical vaccination trial targeting IDO in NSCLC showed interesting clinical results and a substantial decrease in the numbers of Tregs in the periphery during vaccination (60). Likewise, preclinical proof-of-concept of stimulating Foxp3-specific anti-Tregs was provided by the work of Gilboa and colleagues (51). Importantly, it should be stressed that anti-Tregs not only reduce the target protein-mediated immune suppression but general immune-suppressive effects mediated by the target cells. Expression loss of proteins like IDO, PD-L1, or Foxp3 in cells during vaccination therapy as a means of immune escape might save target cells from immune-mediated destruction by vaccine-induced T cells. However, this should lead to the removal of local immune suppression, thereby enabling circulating effector cells to function or to become activated. The activation of anti-Tregs thus represents a new and attractive immune therapeutic approach.

In conclusion, anti-Tregs provide the immune system with yet another layer of immune regulators, and they contradict the notion that cells involved in immune regulation are only suppressive in nature.
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